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PREFACE

The latter part of the decade of ,the ,'70s was characterized
by some important, technological and business developments with
potential for significant impact on the school mathematics curriculum

:at ell levels. On the technologiCal front, advanced calcurating
devices, Ln the form of band-held programmable calculators-. vore
developed and -Manufactured with capabilities that blurred the
distinction between what is a Calculator and what is a computer.-
As a result, calculations 'and Problem - solving tasks previously
relegated to computers, because they were too time-consuming or
complex to perforM, became petiible for students of all ability
levels -fo handle. On the business front, the cost of these,
programmable calculators decreased rapidly as production increased.
''By the end of the decade one could purchase a fully programmable
hand-held calculator for as little as $40. .because of the low
cost,- portability, And increasing availability of -these machines,
seine educators began to consider the possible impact that program-
mable calculators might have on the teaching of mathematics. Such
considerations served as the impetus for the preparation of this
monograph.

ff In the winter of 1978, a review of available li oratura on
-the programmable,calculator revealed relatively few contributions
discussing the role of the programmable calculator in school

'-,MathematicS In the spring of 1979, proposals were being
solicited for sessions by the program committee for the Aptil

-'1980:annual 'meeting of the Natienal Council of Teachers, of Mathe-_
matics to beheld in Seattle, Washington. A proposal was presented

=poilitinriputLhe dearth of iniomation available on the role of
--,TprogrammableAlculators ins haul mathematics, sufgestihg the

potential Chese machines Might have on thjeUrrichlm, and
requesting thats special session beheld at the annual meeting

-where Intereateepersons could share ideas. The program'Committee,-
aired by Richard Lodholz of the Parkway Schdol District in

Chesterfield Missouri, accepted the suggestion and committee
ember :James :M, RuliAllo of Sucks; County Community College -in

Newtown, Pennsylvania invited this writer to organize aodH
lotleOte such asess4on

The session haA several:unique'features and the National Council
of of:Mathema.tics should be applauded for its Willingness to-
,7_Offer-aii,experimentallsession atian annual meeting. The session',
entitled ,"The Programmable CalculatorA Tool for the1980s," was
specifically designedias a symp4ium for-persons interested-in sharin
,ideas on the role of programmable hand-held calculators in school

+'-mathematics The forMat of the Session prcivi0-=d for opening remarks_
4P---by the Moderator andfeleven five minute talks by- presenters', with

iaSt..nne-half hour devoted to qhestions answers, and discussion
d _,the audience. _

-



some possible ontrihutors -were contacted by the moderato
interest - the description of the session in rhe

program booklet included an invitation to persons wishing to contribute
to send copies of proposied talks to the moderator. Actual contributors
were then selected by a review process and several of thoseultimately`
chosen were persons who responded to the program booklet invitation.

When contributors were notified that their proposed had
n selected fur presentation, they were advised that the= results

symposium might be published as a collection of papers. Hence,
a condition of participation was cheindividual's willingness to
submit a formal paper so that the ideas shared at the symposium might
be more widely disseminated at some future date. After the symposium,
a proposal with first drafts of papers was sent to ERIC/SMEAC at The
Ohio State Cni_versity in order that the collection might be
consichired for publication, Following a review process, a favorable
decision was made in the fall of 1980 to publish this monograph..-

in addition to the papers-presented at the symposium, this
monograph inCludes two other contributions solicited bv-the editor
to enhance the usefulness of this work to educators. Professor
Gerald R. Rising, a well -known and respected mathematics educator
at the State University of New York at.Buffaio, who has done
extensive work with programMable calculators, was invited to prepare
an introductory article for.the monograph giving a setting for the
potential curriculum applications of the programmable calculator.
Also,.`ts. Jill Coup, a librarian at GeOrge Mason University, was
invited to help the' editor prepare a classified and partially
annotated,bibliography of references on prgrammable calculators.
SympoaiUmparticipants are grateful to Professor=Rising ando!'ls.

for-aCcepting the invitations and providing' their respective
fine'centributions.-.

" the Preparation oc-AnY manuscript for publication there are
always many persons Whose assistance is invaluable. Clearly,-this
monograph;-Would not have been possible without the cookratiOn
and'fine,wark of the symposium contributors and the support of:
others already Mentioned. But there remain three persons who
deserve special mention. .1b Professor Marilyn N. SuYdam, AsSociate
Director for .Mathematics Education at,the,FRIC Clearinghouse for
c_tence,;Mathematics and Environmental Education, and onecifour
profession'S true leaders, many thanks for her valuable'siipport and
assistance in the preparation of this monograph. 'To-mY..Zoridjriend'
and frerpient7collaborator, Professor Stephen L. Snover of the
4niver4ity of Hartford many thanks for his help in all Phases --

this project. Every editor needs a colleague liketeveto-call: upon forte-
2r,f--those unexpected and last-minutel.crises. And finally, my thanks

appreciation, and love to my wifeLauriewhose understanding knows
ojimit._At times when she deserved more of my attention, she

wiliingly'sacrificed so that I night be involved in this project

Dr. MArk A. Spikell
Department of Education
_George Madon University
Fairfax, _VA- -22030
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In opening remarks at the programmable calcula.or,sympostuM in

Seattle, Ichoss to-set the stage for the contributors by providing

my:Answer to the question, "In light of the microcomputer, doeS the
programmable calculator have a p'1ce in the school mathematics

program?" The question needed addressing becausezbyl:980 some -

.educators were suggesting that programmable calculators would have

little or no impact on the curriculum. These educators seemed to

believe that the dramatittechnological and business.developmentain
the manufacture of microcomputers -- increasing machine capabilities

and rapidly decreasing costs--would.enable school's to have these

dOWces in large numbqrs. Consequently, thete would be little need

fetor adw ..age in having-prograt table calculators available for

Students to use as in the study or mathematics. The_thinking

seemed to be why have the limited problem-solving_ capability of
programmable calculators when the virtually unlimited potential of

the rocomputer was available and at reasonable. costs.

haVe
calf
as ml

Few would dispute the potential impact 'that' uters May

n the school curriculum. But any suggestion that 'programmable

ators have little to contribute is most short-sighted. Even

rocomputers proliferate and become more widely available in

.schools, programmable calculators have a great deal to offer
ingtructionally, these calculators are effective-devices for doing
mOch_of: what can be done by microcomputers. Consider the following

list icfinstructional applications for which microcomputers might be
i.Bile the list is not exhaustive, it does cover some of the

more bbViOms applications.

to provide drill and practice experiences
rye as an independent study tool

to.peorm problem-solving tasks
programming skills

emit simulations
6. to conduct testing

to perform computer-managed instructional activities

dq data analysis _

Junction as -an information retrieval. device
to=provide word processing dApabilities
to offer;computet-literacy information
to explore gaming experiences

sty of the twelve instructional applications cited
ted to microcomputers Trogrammabie:taltulatOts c

-1.-east eight-Of the twelve; They are:

to_provide-drill and practice experiences
-.to serve as an independent study tool

perform problem-solving tasks
to develop programming skills

permit simulatiobs
_



â. do data analysis
7. to provide coMputer literacy informrition
8. to explore gaming situations

WhAt.'s more, pr6grammable calculators offer some advantages over
mieroJoMputers: The-calculatbrs are so ir.xpensive that virtually
-every student could be supplied with one. !A classroom set of
pr6grambables--enomgh, say, for each student in a class of 30,
cost'S no:mbei than perhaps two or three,microcomputers. Also, the
programmable calculator has the superb feature of portability, As
a hand-held device it can tle easily carried wherever the user needs
or wants to use it. Flhafly, since" the calculators are (usually)
Jiatteryoperated, they can be conveniently used ever in places
where access to eeecttiCal outlets is-not available.

In sUmmary, the view I shared in opening the symposium was
that programmable calculators do have a role to play in the school
mathematics curriculum. The presentations at the symposium
supported this view and the collected papers of the contribbtors
provide ample evidence of the many ways programmable calculators'
can be used in the study and reaching of mathematics.

In concluding this foreword, I provide for interested readers
a 1ef summary of the central ideas shared by each author-ln the
art es presented in this monograph.

Rising in his lead article adaresses the question of whethei-.±
or not the programmable calculator will be,bf-onl,j passing, interest-

I__.ihthe mathematics curriculum. He seeks to place theLprograMmable
. .

t,- A culater in the historiedi, political, and_sociological_context
-w--: of Pplemencary devices and teaching techniques Then he 77elates -

-

Some his own experiences teach ng with programmable calculators _

to sugg-t that they_are-here to s- but require appropriate -. .,
--,_ curriculu development efforts to maximize their instructional_ _

'

Krlst pre,s'ents several pedagogical tles that programmable
---- -

calculator*:plain,educational.gettings. _he gives specific
examples approprire for the high school cur?'..iculum 1iat,2rovide____
AnsightsAnta-the H erection of students-,- calculators, and "----
mathematics Her exa-ples include an open-ended discovery activity__

di-on logarithms; an ex010 etionof a problem to find how many perfect ------'
4a',squares there areoAmoeig-_ e numbers X

l
X
-2

-X ...4( (where for67 -,
'

.--,6"---,each-n 1,2,3, ..-.-.:,Xn .:911,--1- 7), and an Interesting exercise to
find whet' 7F' 'C?

_ .-\ Muser discusses an instructional unit with fourth- and
grae on learning more about problem

ribSaSeVeral activities in which children actually used
p-rogrnjnable ,eeloulators'tt-Cennt:7(by'2s,-3ssquares etc.)_: to-

siimSeif Various integers (consecutive iotegers, consecii,
integern,- consecutive odd integera, etc.);_and,
roblemyequiring partial sums of the triangular nuMbers:

_ _ _

- -

-.r



Huller presents by example, a philosophical issue relit
The ug".ef-progr'.naliahri:7- atioris-appropriare-fcrr advanced
school students, students, and teachers. He derives a

.formula for the ratio of the perimeter to the diameter of a regular
inscribed polygon, shows that the formula is unstable for vuting
devices. and then modifies the formula to obtain a stable algorithm.

Snover's ar lo des , a standard algobra it oSsigament,
to pltit the graph of v m a- pl3H- q, and shows hew the also of
programmable yaleutator enables students to advance beyond the -,
.'simple graphing of a function to he able to grasp important ,

generalizations. He focuses on the effects of varying the'para-
-s q on'the- graph and gives an interesting game called
itit" to reinforce the ideas presented.

Johnson provides in her articlz. an example from trigonome
apnroach to solving a problem that is impravtdcal (bo cause t

the difficulty of calculations) without the use of calculating
evices.-- She considers the problem of finding the -third side and_

anAles of .a-triangle given two sides and the angle
opposite one of them. Using the Law of Cosines rather than the
LaW of Sines, she proceeds to show how to find the unknowns avoid

' - the ambi.-,uicv,which arises. when there are two values of arcsin,x
(as passible angles of the triangle) for 041.

ga a presents for enzilchment a simulation game called
'Ghost- chip,'" which can be used with high school students. in the

_s=- article he suggests several questions, activities, and mathematical
stteasions which students might explore. These include discussing

g=-=ideas universal to programming such as flow charts, . loops, eoridi-
-ztional tests. and .branching; asking students how they would calculate
;the'-distance between thc Ghostship and a missile shot if they knew
the polar coordinates of both points; chauenging\students ie develop
a program to allow a second ealculator to destroy the Ghostship;and _
exploring the game using rectangular rather than polar coordinates.

Haggerty illustrates theuse of programmable calculators to run
simulated exteriMen pr&ents a probabilitveperiment app-rd=
priate for high school students, included in the article are
program and several in esting'questions about the experiment to
use 'in the classroom.

Monier notes that programmable calculators_ can be quite useful_
in the: mathematico clasSrooM-as'a vehicle for stimulating independent
Study.' He illustrates his point by present-ing a discussion of
R3ithagorean jlew:Charta and programming suggestions are
prOented for severallproblems given. 6

, Weaver suggests a specific use of the programmable calculator,
_:,a'function machine) to show how 07e can direct attention to the-.
drlYininature of mathematics,- -focus upon significant mathematic
f :-Ideas, and exemplify an-iMportant type of learning_and
latiStrates his poInfhY presenting four problem Contexts apprb-ptia0



for students
an end note-,

machines.

r

any school and teacher preparation se
eaders are invited to write for programs

Maor, in the -context of discussing highlights from-the
histo6r of n different ways of computing n including the
methods of Archimedes, Viete,' Wallis, Gregory. and Euler, He

includes two programs and the article should he of interest to
uppergrade high school students, college students of mathematics,
and tdachers.

Elich describes a oneqUartercredit programmable calculator
techniques ,course with twely51class meetings given at Utah State',
University. The course is-5Tlered in 0Wo sections, one for
algebraic Calculators and the ocher fcr RPN calculators. The
syllabus -for each section is prespnted and twelve sample problems
from the exercise sets are given.

Coup presents a bibliography of 145 programmable calculator
sources including books, articles, ERIC documents, and dissertal

Lions. She lists the tooks and classifies the remaining references
into -seven categories: Bibliographies, Elementary School,,Secondary
sch-nnt,,C011-ege--andPoStgraduate,, Gatios, OtherAlsosand_Ceneral____

ny-7--of the citations are annotated for the reader!S benefit.

Mark A. Spikeli
Editor
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The main go,.rl of our instructional unit was to learn more abou
roblem solving, particularly how to apply, technique's of programming
to -s'i:ilve-problerrisi which would not be within, reach of a typical

4= -mathematics program at this level. A second-goal, was to help the
:children see that certain problems had various solution types and
that sometimes a programed solution might be "best," whereas an

..-irtsightful mathematical solution might, be "best " " - other yimes. The
follouiirrg discussion provides a glimpse into the -students' accofn-
plishments during our seven-week session.-

After beroming. familiar with many of the keys of the calculator
(.;

,
constEuctad our first program. (Our calculators Used ReVerse
1,1-t Natation, which is a .great convenience and posed no difficulty-
the children.) We programmed the calculator to count by Is as-

ollows:

a. The number 1 was entered in Storage Register

b. lhe following program was entered:

Step Operation'

01 RCL 0 egister,_

to whatever we have.-

This makes the calculator pause for_
second sowe can see the number-.--

04 GM 01 This sends us back to Step 01.

--+,1-. en _the- children ,pressed their Run/Stop keys, they-were thrillq-d_tb
, .

,

-,:,_ ,--#a- Vtliefr calculator count. _ It vas easy for them to-get the _--...__.
-1-CUlator to -count by 2s or 3s or-any other digit by simply changing

011--t.in--Reglster-0 to 2 or 3, etc,- ._ _--_

next step was to try to, count using the odd numbers. -=Once._
aT,'-stddents observed that each odd r:Umber was one less than ari event";-

---:, =they_ wrote the following program.°

Store the number 2 in Register O.
-

01- RCL 0
02 This counts by 2s and store
03 -STO 1_ in Register 1.

I This prodUces
-nrierdit_ _ the. cairn ato o the

r
s 47-0u-r1-_-=1 a StreVerffnamb

77-
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After the students had n thiZpr'ogram success-fully, I listed the
following. two programs on the board and asked them 'to determine the
output for each program.

Store the nwther 1
Register 0=.

01 Ra 0
02
03
04
05 --

06-- (PAUSE
07 1 -

-08 RCL 0
09
10 ST O 0

11- GTO 01

Store the,number 2
Register

01

02 [PAUSE

03 RCL 0
04 +
05 GTO 02.,

To obtain the, outputs, the students pretended that they were the
calculator. Each in turn =executed one step of program just= as the
`calculator would. For example,-for the pcng-ram,on the left above,
they would say 2, 1 x 2, 1, 1 x 2 - 1, -Pause, 1, 1,; 2,...5tore.in 0,

to r,ete.-,. -Id their amazement, Abe outputs of -all th-reke programs-
re -identical. This gave us an opportunity to observe that programs ---

and problems) can have different solutiens and that many 'times it is 1
Orthwhile to try to'write pIograms more simply and, perhaps, with__
werf.-steps. :'After 'nounting by the odd numbers, they wrote-a prOgrath
count =by 7the-squares-, i.e. 1 4 7 9 16 etc.

our. calculators had an easy_ method-to cumulate nuMbers as
counted them; namely, the command ."STO + 1'' would storethe numb,er:_-_--

ently displayed by aldingli to register 1." I asked the stude-ntS-
oW---ii're a program which would c:eaunt by-odd numbers 'a3 I5 7 I 9-I
add-them as -it went alon4 (1,. 143, 1+3+5. ...) . After a considerable
amount of work, we arrived at_ x program that produced the desired .sums
After :several of the sums were displayed, one student exclaimed, "tiny,
this. program is giving us all the square numbers," Upon further '-_,

_exariinatton the student .could actually see *hy the sums of nonsecutiv
odd'numbers bekinnidg tatb I always produced square numbers by
considering the felioiqing arrays:

---.1told the famoux-story--aboutr;Cauis-,haVing° toe-add"-

When asked. how they 'oul.cl_rrk--'
separated-Into twngroups;!,db-quOihn:

_

d,,-



;co---'Use pencil and paper, and the rest wanted to write a prograM..
Before the end' of out period, all of the calculatot students had
written and run their program and .none of the paper-and-pencil

oup had ,come close to the Correct !answer.

At our,n meeting ked the students how rho, would add
he no-abet-a- 1 to 1000.- They all said, "By using a nrogrammabje
calcdlator." Then mused,- 'How -fongwill it take if we have-one
ifPAUSE in oUrzprogram?" Sine an fl'AUSE lasts about one:se,cor41,-

(itheir. replywas, "About L000 seconds."' Since we did not nave time-
-to run such a program, I showed them how, Gauss was supposed to have
done the 1 to 100 problem:

2 99 + 100
100+ 99+ +799

101 + 101 + + 101 + 101

Therefore, two + 2 + + 99 + 100 equals 100 x101,
so 1 2 k 99 100 x 101100 a 5 050

,akfter they had calculated 1 + 1000 in a similar
titSing their calculators, for the multiplication and division, we

cussed__' how problems,,involving calculations could b'e dons in k_
several ways:, mentally, using paper and pencil, using a calculator,

1:- usLing.a prograrmmable calculator, or any combination of these with
:-'mathematical reasonifig" as Gauss did.

Since Christmas was nearing, T presented the following problems-

to solve-:

fashion

Chris rues' trees,below are composed of ornaments and are to
*,-appeal on greeting.cards 24=limensional).

c.

199 drnaments its
the last row

Imianrornaments are 'in each

e ts--recegnized tree ii--asca.-_auss,
.

yr a1 d=_much: _&/T-Gailas did. The-zoiiiy--infutinnTiohtairieri--
whic

foi
-summed the

eagniz_ a.pteblieffit-,Cilasritife7,611d=t-VEZ-fidds=-Wir eh



diarely led
'tu

finding the apptopriate square (1002, in this
case) we had done _earlier; After problem C had heefi
I asked the students if they could see-sny connection among the
three problems. After a few hints they obselyed that the number
of ornaments on tree B together with the ntunher of ornaments on.
tree C total the number on tree A. Thus, if problems A and C
were solved first, the solution to problem B could be obtained
using subtraction.

II. Now imagine the two 3-dimensional trees made from sph
meats. Tree D has 1 ornament on the top layer, 3 on the

second, 6 on the third, 10 on the fourth, etc. (these are the-
riarigylar. numbers) ,, down to the bottom layer which is

equilateral triangle' with 100 ornaments on each side. Tree E
has the same conf igurarion, eN..lept the layers are represented
by the square nurnbeds 11,4,9,1'6 .. . 1002). How many ornaments
are required to make these trees'

One student recognized the numbers in each layer as the
Partial sums leading up to Gauss' problem, 'Having successfully
written a program tb find "Gauss" sums, it was an easy step to
rite a prograM for tree D:

01
02 1 This counts by 1-
03 +- and stores 'the numbers in

104 STO 0 I Register 0, and -

=
-05 fPAUSE

, pauses roshow the number of the layer.-
. I -

06 STO+ I : This adds corsech`_ive numberd- to Reginte
07 RCL 1 formingZahss" sums and recalls these

110

STO
RCL 2
fPAUSE-

This adds successive
to display them.

.'The answer this- problem is 171,700. The solution to CheTre
E problem can -be found in a similar manner. °--3 ---

-11
These final problems inirplving'. Christmas trees were extremely use-

v . . ,-. -...-

%

----..

ail in--.helping the_childfen to see the role of a programmable calculato_
is; a: tool in ' the-- problem7so lying process. Where the problems involving
Cr ---_--es -fil,n,_ and. C were most...easily solved -using mathematichl_thiniting
'" Gauss' --odijand patterns (the sums '.f conseehtive_orld_niirnberk- ,,a..-T
Sitar:di-ft -ard--s4hare numbers),_ the- only techniqugs,;evsilable-:tqL=-----
71-041=-4'L-----e ohrth---==hfid 'fifth Problems VereNprograia '-fi-3-i'th-e caitUlato_
l-----obite-ms-U4.s 4k-the-Se- which-formerly were beyond the--rehlm of: oietv

--__

_ 'Oh 1-1-a taderlii; can now,-be:---so ved- fairly---ronrinelY,,h3r__S-Onie--Ifif th--g
. +j ,



:.This unit I taught fifth- and sixth-grade Students would also.
11e;_ap-propriate for students in grades 8 and up.- (I agi going
to integrateit into a class for elementary teachers I teach.)
-Judging from the excitement` which came out of this work with

,programmabe calculators, teachers whoiCan incorporate teaching
problem SolVkng via programmable calculators will have an appre
dative audience: students, parents, and =administrators, alike.



DES ALL

John Huber
Department of Mathematics
Pan American University
Edinburg-, Texas 78539

Using_the fact that the circumference of a Circle lies between_
the Perimeter of any egular inscribed polygon and -that of any

- regular circumscribed` Polygon, Archimedes was able to show that n
46a between ,223/71 and 22/7. The purpose of this .paper is to Orly
the usual recursive formula for,,the ratio, of the perimeter to they
diameter of regular inscribed Polygon; show that this fordula is
unstable_ for-computing devices, and modify the formula to a stable

tOrithm-.

let en- 'demote the length of .a side of a regular polygon of n
dea:{inseribed in a circle of -radius ri and let s2n.denote the

=length _cif the sideof th'e tegulae-polygon of 2n sides formed by-
_-,Aiffeciirig the arc containing consecutive vertices of the original

regular. incribed .polygon of rCsides " .

Huber t e a ch e Imathematics education -courses' for -

He has-_ n---.Widel range of interests including: resear_

tit-tide-an!dAnxiety;`coritivepncesssesa ling
culato_r_s an 4....computers



gain usidvFigure 1 and the Pythagorean Theorem we hav

2\ 2'



_en considering a re [Liar hexagon inscribed in a circle of
tad becomed:-.

where s6
calculator,
programs.)

.

and perimeter /diameter = Using4 programme.
we have the results in Table I.- "(See AppendOe.for
Clearly the :retie does not converge to '71'.

(nowing thatit%

converge on the calculatbe
by the large relative erfror

s6 is cibete'2 Qsee

he closeness of 2 and 4

= sgs:resulting in

= 7, why does the algorithm not

The' lack of cenvergenee is caused
in the difference-;i2 t.fi 4 s Since ,.

n .

Tahle,II)s the rounding error along with

causes a large relative error

an unstable-algorithm (C4teland de-Beet
:1972S pp_:-13714). ;

TO stabilize ' algorithm; we must remove; the diffdrence-:-

- - s2 k can be accomplished by .rationalizing the 'nursers
a..

-der the radical id (11) giving LIS:
/

result
.

e :1
'iriating-thp difference results in a stable algorithm that
verges-to--Tr. Using a-programmable calcuietor,we:have the

esars in Tablfe III

,and. -de Boors Carl- Elements Numetical :-Analysis.(2n
New 'w-Hill 1972 -,

,
- -

- __,

--/-York: MEGra_
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TABLE

NuMber Sides Length of Side Diameter

1,0000000000
10.5176380902

3.000000000
3.105828541

24 0.2610523844 3.132638613
48 "0.1308062585 3.139350203
96 0.0654381654 3.141031951

-192 0.0327234633 3.141452473
384 0.6163622792 3.141557615
768 0.0081812081 3.141583911

1536 0.0040906127 3.141590529
3072 0.0020453076 3.141592407
6144 0.0010226544 3.141595284

12288 -- 0.0005113277 3.141597288
24576 0.0002556658 3.141621319
49152 0.0001278348 -.3.141693413
98304 -` . 0:0000639218 3.141885657

393216
0.0000319687
0.6000160000

3.142654499
3.145728000

=786432 0.0000080623 3.170208743
=1572864 7 0.0h00041232 3_242542203

0.0 00022361 3.517030823
62914.6; 0.0b0014142

...

4.448731201

TAB!

= of ides:

6
12
24

192

=pH

2

1.732050809 0.2679491924
1931851653 0.0681483474-
1.982889723 0.0171102772
1.995717846 0.0042821535_`-
1.998929175 0.0010708250
1.999732276 0.0002677243
1.999933068 0,0000669322'
1.999983267 0,0000167331



erof Sides `Length of Side Perimeter /Diameter

6 ' 1.0000000000
12 0.5176380902
24 0-2610523855
48 0.1308062585
'96 0-0654381656
192 0.0327324633
384 0.016362792
768 0.0081812081

1536 0.0040906126
3072 0.0020433074
6144 0.0010226538

12288 0.0005113269
24576 0.0002556635
49152 0.0001278317
98304' 0`.0000639159

196608 0.0000319579
393216 0.0000159790
786432 0.0000079895

z,-1572864 0.0000039947
ry=3145728 0.00000199 4

6291456 0.0000009987

3.000000000
3.105828541
3.132628613
3.139350203
3.141031951
3.141452472
3.141557608
3v141583892
3.141590463
3.141592106
3.141592517
3 141592619
3.141592645
3.141592651
3.141592653 I -

3.141592653
3.141592654
141592654

3.141592654
3.141592654
3.141592654



APPENDIX

PROGRAMS FOR. GENERATING

and 59

oer- 2nd CP
01 STO
02 01
03 -R/S
04 , STO

1 05 02
-06 R/S
07 -x2 -
08 RCL

09 02
'10
11
12 4

8
S
°02"

2
22 2nd

=23 Prd
A'24 01

RCL

=R/S
L

=
RC

29 , 02
.30-=

R/S

PRGM

00 f Clear Prgm
01 if FIX 9
02 STO 1
03 R/S
04 STO 2
05 R/5
06 g
07 RCL 2 _

08 CRS

09 ENTER
10 4
11 +

2 f 1-7t
13 ENTER
14 CRS
15 2
16
17 STO 2

2
19 STO x 1
20 RCL 1
21 R/S
22 RCL 2
23 f irrf
24 'R/S
25 ENTER
26 RCL 1
27 x
28 ENTER
29 2
30

32. GTO 07

ROR-

g RTN



,Appendix (confirmed

T1 58 and 59

16'

17=

19
20 RCL
21 02
-22_,

23 STO
24 02

-5 / 2

26 2nd Prd
-27 01

2S- RCL
29:r
30 R/S
31 RCL
2 't _ 02

R/S

PR GM

00 f Clear Prgm =

01 9

02 STO 1
03 R/S

04 STO 2
05 R/S
06 g Xi
07 RCL 2
08 CRS
09 ENTER.

10 4

11
12 El-Z.

13 ENTER
' i4 2

15
16 g

17 ENTER
`18 RCL 2
19

20 STO 2
21 2

22 STOxl
23 RCL 1
24 R/S
25- RCL 2
'26 brr
2. R/s
28- ENTER-
29 RCL 1
30, x

31 ENTER
32 2

33
34 R/S
35 GTO 07

RUN-

'0UTPU



DESIGNING ALGEBRA EXPERIMENTS FOR THE' PRDGRA2-131ABLE CALCULATOR

Stephen L. Snover
mathematics Department'
University of,Hartford

West Hartford, Connecticut 06117

As the programmable calculator (and computer) are so adept-at
--programming routine calculations accurately and quickly, teachers
Should be taking advantage of their worthwhile features in the high
#010Ot classroom. Not only do these calculators extend the ability to
solve mathematical problems, they also bring students more quickly to
he' frontier of discoverable mathemntica. This article describes an

741gebre experiment which will demonstrate the power of the program
mable calculator as a function-evaluating machine.

A standard-Algebra:II ahsignment is to plot the graph of
' )

+ 47a soniewhat time7cdnsumioli process. With a
rogrammable- calculator though, the formula (x73)2 +.4'. is easily
emorized" and its values are quickly and accuraiely calculated,_

OmrebY: allowing students to .°-efficiently plot the graph of y'= ---,--,,i-

'----- -(X73)2- + 4.,., SpecificallY,teachers Might have students. group in -_.--1" ..---,
r

r-s-.1.-C6 do this graphing One student might input--the- alue_a ---,r.t1

0.1 ;-2.. -.-1P'. into -..'the calculator and read .of f the corresponding
-_, ___ltputValues of y --- 7-5,0,3:4,0, ..., -45, while a= second taidenti--jfm-Err

lo,ta the indicaled points (0,75), (1 0) '(2,3)' etc. on graph
-- - -__= ,--,---- - - ---

gpit-ifFlith the increased speed'and 'AceOracy of such graphing,- --
,.-s-tudents will be able to advince more easily 'beyond the simple 7-7-.74,,---
giihiniCef function and grasp important generalize' iii5hs

1--,

&-resc_of this article illustrates going beyond simple graph'7-,,
rig: by showing how students can develop an understanding, of the _

ffeets-of the-parameters a, p, and q on the graph of y a- (x p)
e, 'Elie programmable calculator can memorize a- (x p) 2 *ci just as

-71Ylas (x- - 3)2. + 4, students can choose their own values -fpr
p-ad q, plot the corresponding graph, and discover' for themselvesfl
e effects of their choices of parameters. The appendix at the-'end'
hiarticle- shows in detail, how to program the Texas Instruments

Hewlettjackard HP 33E to evaluate a-(x p)2 q.
_

7_27eachers , can direct= students' experimentation a, bit by asking
2.0 find a, p, and q so that the graph (i) goes through the

10EiTi_(0,-p), and (ii) -goes through both the origin and some other

°

___ - ,
0 _en-,41-2 .0r-re-Fitly teaches_ computer 0 clened:_ 4d.-maehema flog-7

....
..,-

-0 d "d uate79Cydents- , _lie- haS' -a =ke-enA,nt resr-J-11-n=math" -±,---,-

---,RI13.risiaialid4`s-7:8a*ew-iii *-- ii ','C'elara es
-.-. -iiii --mitiff-fkuiaatEa5170-eigTrwaLwar_ '-rn-g1=,_, rA__,_,

ompttwe,=-.== .46-z4a-lia aver- --i:SittLktap#:!!bnp_ ath_-
-=7=,--

--n- t : T gaidla egad t,_CSTI-;..-----

_ -,,,----;-:----ri- --:-= ------- -,---
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-= This:parameter-choosing arid graphing can be built toT

an interesting game called "Catapult." Imagine a catapult located at
the oriitand an enemy located at the point (10,5) ,- _ The objakt"-of":_,
the game to launch a stene from the catapult at (0,0) ariChheiitY=
it the enemy at (1G,-5). Assume that the stone will follow the

rphofy: y a.(x +.q.

TO play the game, sturThnes will need to guess a, p, ?.d graptil
the function y a- x P)2 q for x 0, 1,-2, ..., 10 and thereby,,

"see" the "flight" of the stone. Does the stone get launched
properly? Does it hit the enemy? See Figure 1-

Stone launched from catapult ,
,-_--,=---,

and following y=a(x+p)2÷q

Enemy_loc_c

, = - , --,--
_- _ - _ _ -. _ _-,, -,-:__-_-.1-_7- - _---_ _ ,..--------____

.,-. _ -3 - i'''''; -,E,±".'

ii

Catapult
-at- (0, 0)

Guess a,, p, and q so_ that the stone --..--

(i) is launched from the catapult
(-ii) follows the trajectory y

_ hits the enemy located at ,(10;----15)-i7;_:_

- , The., Game _of Catapult: _

rg7-41.1-
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43

TL-58 Calculator
I

CATION CODE ICY COMMENTS,.

-000 36 2nd, Pgin
:001 15 , 15
: 002 71 SBH

ob 3 .88. 2nd;. O. MN
004 65- x . Enters location or Ghostship
005' 01. '- I (d, a) using,random number
006 -00_ , 0 - generator from library.-
007 -06- 0

5-- 008
,..

95
42 ' ST,-- ...-009 STO

010 s- 00 00
46'11 36 2nd, Pgm

12,- 15 15
... 013 = 71 ..c' SBR.

7,1_-_01.4.1_- .88 2nd, --D.M
x-5- .65 .

i -

0 -=---' 09- =-9

IP 00 =1 0
95 =

i------'----=":019,----?_ =42 STO
=gin 01 01

,_ 00= 0=1-r2022.7

2woi4-
_ .42 STO

9i R/S
._-;-.--_=-I-f02-3-.-

,,_0177---------------__Qz1

...

Accepts guess---_,,
91 -- R/S --------___ distance first, then
_42 STO
03- 03
04 4 j _

_32 c x qL t ff _Puts "4" into the- t- regikt,0
01 1 Register 4 fa, used as -,a-
44 ' SUM "counter."
04- 04
43 , RCL ,f

....,ctlii-ir, 03 03/.
-'-`035 --,- 1 .25- .'036 43- -- RCLm -,--
037: 1 '- ''' 01
6--8 ._95 .

2ne, -_
1 x Galen -'_es',diit-eric-e-

, RCL be ftigen.---gueei an-ar stair
=,00 Q .%' a 1 '''.--using...thseaiaio e

7.---:S fare-s d --a ce
registar,- ---......--.-_,--
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LOCATION CO E KEY

65
047 02 2

,048 94 +1-
-1049 85

050 43 Rat
051 00 00

;_,052 33 x2

051:: 85
054 '43 R.
055 02
056 13

±=.- 057 95 / --
050

r 059
060_
061

063
064
_{165 z_

066,

-06V
9 = _04'

s

f070 77

.1..R-6;;071,.. 12

4)72--

05.

91
61

00
23

76

12

00

COMMENTS

42 ISTO

05. '05
77 2n

11
-85

85

91 --R/S
76 -2nd; Lhl
11 A

--_RCL

04.: Recall number ° times

2nd , xe- t through program. If-it
B greater than. nr_ equal to 4 --

REL. go to end at label B.- Otberm,
05 wise, display neW

guess, and Start--over at

GTO location 023.

35

91

Test; If DZ4, go re label_
A. If n &t, go to,,"+ +."
Since the double plus is
illegal, calculator display-
-flashes.

0
23

2nd, Lbl -

-B Label B, end. -Dividing by
0 zero is illegal and results-

1/x in flashing 9s.
RiS

qz-





USING TH E C SIMULATION--A
PROBABrLITY EXPERIMENT

Dave Haggerty
Monroe High School

Monroe, Oregon 47456_

The programmable calculator can be used in many different ways
in the classroom. One way is for simulation. The calculator can be
prograrmned to run simulated experiments that wcruld be cumbersome or
timeconsurring. For example, It-can be programmed to roll 1, 2, 3, -----
or more dice, total them, count the number of times a particular
outcome fs roiled, and stop after a specified number of rolls.

We used the calculator to simulate the following probability
qxperinterit: We considered a setup of three, stacks of blocks; four

f-'-blocks in the first stack, six in the second; and eight in the third.----
:We decided to have one of the stacks chosen at random and from that,:

one block removed. This process was to be repeated until-one,
the stacks was depleted, thus ending the experiment.

.

We pragrammed the HP 33E calculator with the program preseritiAL,
at- -the end of this article and found that each experiment took ab-out=
15=-Seconds.--By pressing RCL 1, RCL 2 arid RCL 3, we could see and==
ecard how many 61ockewere..taken from each stack. Also by presar

---- ,Wet obtained the total number of blocks taken from all the
=stacks_ . Dace the data were recorded, the experiment could be oil
,agairi by pressing R/S .

°

. ,
en We did±niis in the cla oom each of the 10 student

the experiment 20 times', recorded their data, and answered the
allowing questicins. -(These are but some of the many related
liestions that could be asked.)

1. What was the mean (avere
each run?

blocks taken on

2. What was the mean number, of
...from stack 112? ...stack

=How many_ times was ick #1
stacks? ...stack #2

blocks taken from stack #1?
#3?

depleted be
-ck #3?

e the other-

--- Dave-Haggerty is the mathematics acuity at Monroe High, .a -s..

EhVollirCe="farinifig.:and lumber '-area 6f Oregon.- He -tea&Hig
i -general-- Midi ttiiough pre-calculiii,iifiCusis-progiinie--, ___ _ _._1-iLalgebreaad- caMputer- science courses .---. con.-- ..-,,==,..

--o Minables-for-sectinda -teachers at eWide"
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ence. -7
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4. Using your data, what is your experimental probability that
a total of 10 blocks will be taken before one of the stacks

depleted?

What is your experlmen
1Je depleted

probability that stack

Once,the students completed this exercise all of the data were
and:the class answered similar ;questions for the entire200

runs. The students then compared their results against the totals.
sing the programmable calculator in this way, the_claesTuas-Able.
TO compile the Composite resultSpf-200-eSPeriMents in one:class:
periode task that would not have been poseible to do. without

Of:pre-graMmable-ealeulOtor:Or,similarmachine. Furthermore, the,.,
.1,-200 experiments were sufficient for us to .obtain experimental_

rOfiabilities that 660A:be trusted for prediction purposes.

With rhe_prn- rote for the .HP -33E, a whole range of
ar probabilitY experiments could be-simulated. By inserting

il7differentnnmbers_in eteps-26, 31, and-Wof the' ccompanying
V-Mgrani (see Appendix)``; the number of blocks in each of the three
--gfackSiran be changtd. 'You can experiment if you like and see what
effect thesal-changes have on the outcome.

he-kinds-Of simul&pion, experiments p -g ammable calculators
at.bn_pregrdramed to_performnre endless, Moreover, because `of

-Teir-'4Fficiency,:.siniulations:privionsly, impossible to do in a
nserp settingomnectinbecinse of time` considerations become very

.

02able-:



PRQ4 Mode--

KEYSTROk DISPLAY- KEYSTROKE DISPLAY

STO + o-2-?3 51 4
1101 03- 24 0'

7 - 04- '-24' 7
61 .

06- 15 33
07-- -23 0
08 1

'09&
10 _ 61
11- 15 32
12- j 15.71

.13d- 13 03
14-
15-- 3 ,

167 61-
17- 15 32,
18 15 71

0 -197 13 33
'20- 1
21-, _41
22- 15 71

_0_;28 -23- 13 28
STO 4 3 =24-23 51 3

257: 24- 3

7 27- 13 37

-Mode

=Enter a 6-digit decimarFfraction, last digit being odd but net
snare it in the 0 register. STO 0

er 114,7_ and store it in the 7 register. 147 STO 7
turn tlie,pxogram to the beginning. g rtn -

Data-areneir-reatr to be generated. R/S
r` ran, iush-the R/S button and new data fur 3. he-d

1 28-
STO + 2 29 -23.51 -2-
RCL 2 .24. 2-
6 6'
GTO 17 32- 13 37
1 33-- 1

STO + 1 34-23 51
RCL. 1 35- 24 1
4 36-
f x 37- 14`61
GTO 01 "- 38- 13 01-
RCL 4 39- 24 4',
R/S 40- 74
0 41r_ 0
STO 1 42- -23 1
STO 2 43- 23
STO 3 44- 23-
STO 4 45- 23 4,_

GTO 01 . 1-3:01'



It EP DENT STUDY WITH 'A PROGRAALAVLE CALCULATOR

Lee Millet
Decrement of Mathematics .

University. of Alabamh . irmingh
Birmingham, Alabama 35294

E lec.rronic cgmpuring d Vlces have not yet made significant
ads- into the high cnool mathematics' curriculum, alough there. . ai

-a beginning to be widespread sgreemehr thdt they should. It 'is
:clear that computers ,dre-revolutionizing scientific practite (along

ifh -just about everything else); thus, if the schools,ace to
-_-ListicallyPrepare,studentS for the technological w&rid of the

s. they must _ come to gr,ips with_electronic .comPutot ion. This
per prisenta-:a sample-- forMa=ti for using prograismable calcujators in
dependent,-study. .

following, material- is an excerpt., from tfathermatical
=c ens/ for thl Programmablefdaltulater (Re, and Hoffman,,

9 -a collection of programming prial3lerm designed to teach th
andard techniques of programming ' The/ probOms preainted

nvoive the use.of nested loops, a technique iptroduced to studedts
revious chapter of the book..-!- The student is to read-the

the ;problems and attempt/co solve them before lo?king
the =-soletitins. The solutions-theinselves are quite complete, but
not_inailde:program listings The/ idea is to encourage
dent to de as much as possible befOre looking at the sol
student who :Works . through. this:material- t411, learn all cite

'Weir about nested 'loops. 'Exercikee are, after all, the heart o
efaearning-process in mathematics! The goal of the book /end. the
bieMs--giVen hire is to=presenC-Vrogratruiling exercises within a
ficiently interesting- setting that"students will be stimulated ,

owant Co solve them n their own

is worth noting that this particular excerpt cdritains a good
eilof matheniatical istory. --Aside from IA fntrinsiic'interest,

material,pcpmo the idea that mathematics is a creation of _

nibeings'-and is even now developing and changing/if Ambitious "7-

udifiti-iney' one d hope to make thei own mark on /that history.
7-

-scripted' Ns.: appearing in the lowcharts fg thi solutions
re-blame r pre-ent memories. e arrow notation means roughly <<=

x mple, m1 m0+ 1 means add l/ to the contents o
u t in mi (the con e of m0 ,remains unchariged)=.--

u



Pyrk-raortIIMl.es

call the -famous Pythagorean theorem: if a, b,-And c are the

legs and hypotenuse of a right triangle -(see Figufe 1), then a2 b2

e2. If a, b, and d are (positive) whole numbers satisfying this
equation 'then a, 6, c is called a Pythagorean triple. The simples
example is the triple' 3, 4, 5 You are probably already familiar
with -the,,fact that 32 + 42 5-. Pythagorean triples have fascinated
mathematicians for millenia (see the Notes).' There are lots of them
-infinitely -many _ to be precise-but.'they are rather thinly scattered.
The next interesting one after 3 4, 5 is 5, 12,'-13 (52 +',122 = 25 +

144 169 I 132) 41-

1- ---
-rablem ;Write a -program -whrch searches out and finds all

Pyrhagor_ean'triples. The program shouLd generate triples in some
. - _

systematic way,- screening for and-outputting only the_Pythagorean
.. ,

ones:
,---

=

if-yoU have solved P-roblere and run your program, you will, have
i

11-._,- noticed how slow it is, and that the larger the numbers in the i - o.
triples Aet-i the longer it -takes the calculator to find them. You .

in, imagine, then,-how;.hard it would be for humans to find Py,thagotea-
-lpies;:by- the method of reearchini,! So a long time \ago certain

etiii-lookingbegan -looking for rormulas which would generate.-
egorean triples automatically. liere is a scheme attributed -toL

-dgora.all-Limself9 .1

.

thagotas nottded that the -sum of all th-ei-odd numbets
s added up to a perfect square:I-1

+-5 -= 16 etc.,:-NU-Wiaupp.oe4tt
is tself, a perfect ,s-qulareladlik-the

-who] e sumala-a-p-erlfeet=sqUa'raz:
thqr:tie-ileleE i-1-1aVei

9



the sum up to but not Including the last term, and the
itself), thereby. creeting a Pythagorean

--25 2 + 3 + 5 +-7 + T'(1 + 3 + 5 + 7) ±(9) =16+9=4- +
-

next. sum for which this holds true works 4_ 5 + 21
+ 25:

= 169
+ (25) 144 + 25

23 +25- = (1 + 3

elding the Pythagorean t

It becomea clear that any odd'perfect'square m., its,at4the
"trtd-

m of-consecitLVa.'odd'aombsro;- + + ar- - 2) +
1-- sPate you the :de ;A1101' shOw that + - 5 +_ (M2 -

ds Op tol(.i--(ra2 L.1))2 and that the tihole sub 1 +3+5 + -
adds to ( -1=-1)2',;'-priidue trig the Pythagorean_ triple

--1),4(02+ 1)
"1 .11itia':-.We hhvelPythagoras!--fermUla: m in

y -odd number,. thou mr 1(m2 : 1) ..1.2(m."--1- 1) is
own (no

triple.
in a .prableM we leave you to':.Work-on'yaur 'own .(no solution in

d)

Write.:a. program which genera Pythagorean triples,
-Ing--_pythegOras, formula;

t

kagoras'
-haVe solv

am- produces
4-1)irt,yen car re

74#1,11a- taking
enough

cheme. does not 'generate all Pythagorean 'triples
d'-Problem 2, you/have probably nottbdd, chef -the
only triplee a, 1,, where c b + , (1232 t 1

Thus will npt Igenerate the ,triple 8,15, 17
ctily verify to b6 Pythagorean. What .1* needed Jai a
o numbers as inpdt instead of one This will
exibility to produce all Pythagorean eiiples.

ere it is:-
Then a
_Oroof:
zwFw4

a.-=

II

Let z and w be /any two positive whole numbers wilth
2 _ w=2, -b = 2zwi and c = z2 + w2-is al Pythagorean2 + b2 . (z2 - w2)2 + (2,02 = 21-1.- 2z2w2 + w4+4z_
= (z2 + w2)2 = c2). For example, let z = 7 and -1-

49 - 16 = 33, b= 2.7-4 = 56, and c = 49 +_16 =165.
'eck--on your own that 3 56, 65 is a Pythagorean triple.

_S-Cheme generates 1-but a few.uninterestinvaiples'.--
r-litstance, gene ate the;-triple-9-,

5,,',1blown -up" by a factor-of 3.)4
(i.e) , ones which_are not' datiples

11t i i 1.
-1



.Problem 3: Write a prOgram for genera ng all Pythagorean triples,
.i.tsitt& thp :preceding formulas.

Solutions

Notice that if a- b = then c b2. Thus the
/ 2

thagorean triple a, b, c .can be rewritten a, b, a2 The idea

he solution i-s to generate all triples a, -b, a2 b2, cheating

ime. to see if 142 b2 is a whole niithber. If it is then a,a

112.-Is a Pythagorean triple, and the program stops to output

011 only generate thane triples for which a 4A b, since .

edundant ( the triple 4, 3, 5 -is no different from_

'5

I p

So- first- we need a-part of the program-which
::passible pairs of whole. numbers A, b with a :E
with nested-loops.' Here is-the flOwChart:

generates all ,=
This we accomplis

aF





No all -the rest at die program has to do is compute
it in a memory (in case tt turns out to be a whole numbs
to see if it is a whoLe'number (fractional part
output the triple`a,:._h, c. We will leave it Lo---iNu to arrange the

output.. if .42 177,2 is not a whole 6umier, it is time to generate
a new pair-a b" - which, takes____Fau--17:rto the part of the program we
haVe already desc:ab-d------. Hefe is the flowchart for the rest of the

--f---
,roblem_3: 'In this program we want to generate all pairs_ z, w witif;=,--f

=an ,to generate _from each pair z, w the b,- e-,,-usin

th-eiformulas given before the- statement of the problem. Thg:part_o
, , _-,=----

- togram generating the pairs z, w_will be just like,:thefs-e,herrie.,__
--e-fiertitingllttle pairs a, -b in the previous solution, ekapptfftfie"

---_-7,.-Imr? gets_replaced by the test mo =-_mi-__?- _The-flowe a
.,-

6f-the:solution looks_ like this:_

lc 4
40.
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As noted earlier, there is much histo associated with this
anal. Students might find the following of interest. Pythagoras_

got his llama attached to the Pythagorean theorem and Pythagorean
triples more or less by historical accident. Until the 20th
century, it had been thought that there was very little mathematics,
-worth mentioning before the time of Pythagoras,' However we now
know that .the Egy-ptians and Babylonians were producing respectable'
ma_thematics as far` back as 2Q00 B.C. (1400 years bafore-Pythagords1)-

-----Indeed; the more we learnabout their work (especially that of the-74;--

- the more impressive it becomes. Clay tablets dating ,

-int about-1800 B.C.-,show that Babylonians of that period knew how-
generate Pythagorean triples.

As e' noted earLier,-__the scheme -for= generating Pythagoreans,-
' Ett_-. i

.

.

e n in
.. ..

Pi o e- n3-produces all the "p tiM i " triples
.

,,,

ries ,QtefjOhcCh all others _can be ib tained- by- Mni tipLiCatirn. : Fns_
pte -3i-12r13A is . primitive.- _ From it we caw:generate-0-e-

'------

-,10_2C.- 26-(milt iplY by 2); 1 36, 39 -20;'-48-,52; -etc,
af not tree -a- m -_-Afry: pit y _agbreall

.aearly,:if we-,ate.:,: te:tested:in,generating=111-_BY,t_ago
p, e, tb73eferate - a h ---i ii i ' .
1ial"-giVen_iffProb1eri'3-rdelsnOt"46 thia7:InaddieiCn to-Ft e----,-,F --

-----iiira-trvgtriplea it "gen'atafer-s- ovine' (thbagh net=A.11)----- rinn-p-ri=mi.tilVe_.-.----_- . _.,-.:,-,,..-
The s-rib-riprinfitive triples can be ayoided_'-bicimp o sing:, a . ---L---, - , -

ietions-oni-the-snumbers z and- w: '-( i) , theil:alideld-Ila_Vi-the; .numbers,,_
cOnattin: divisdrother-then 1:0- :e :-., they should- be-relativelY-z-ljrtSie)..-

----7?-ii_they ;libtild- not brith be add- (they cannot 'both_beeverrJ-1------
_het_,,, since- then 2 .Would_ be a__ common rdivisOr) . It -is-trickyl

e -a program _embodying these restrictions; we leave it- to-,_
at cs among our readers, .-,-, , .._

---,
Pythagorean triples can be gerierali-zeA in various ways-._-/

_,,

.Ef,_, for example, "Pythagorean_ quadruples;" ,three 2erfect.4s-u rjes.-_-
-idding:_--up ,to a perfect square, such-As-67,-1102, 15'4,- and 19
--in, Alto .fiad-;rinadruples of_ perfect cubes (33 + 43 + 5 ,?,.;4=
citiiittli3les_-_of.perfeet fouttfi powers (304 --i--1204__f 2724 ,1+-115L__
eiit-iipLeTerTo-f-' perfect fifth powers, etc. However,= there-farejip 'painsi=-
6.asibeefriddirig;lup-,_ta: a -perfect cube; i.e.-,t there -Are7no ''triP7fes°
tOsla_Vg)jw-holeijrumbe_ra a; -b,--and c such that-

_ ,-,,, --_ -'1,3-
nertiiiifira'il-a-ia_WrOf-P f_l't his _fact'--Wns-,-,grv-nn ,by _Euler in= tb l8.th$ g-nts,

-I9theiiitY Ganis',- perhapt- the- greenest-ill liVaiaeiteiWP----_--_ _ 7,- -4--....'
ti.r_e, t - , en t i rg 1 y !-correct,-proof-.-:--

-wl w hrrou _this tin ter
_41y,Lthey,cii1L-a

themeticszan_
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72

Us ing PYTR: 2

Step I. !pi ENTER t

*Step 2. at2;=
bt2
SUM
et 2

.. PRIMITIVE or

PR1InTI go to 1. for new input if desired_,
f NOT RIMITI VE continue:

Seep 4

NOT PRIMITIVE

CFCT

a

=; *Step 5.
=

at 2
bt 2 =
SUM

t 2 =

Return -to Step 1 for .new input if desired.

OBAL st0.- .y

At, step 4:
-What -does the value of CPC/ represent?
How are a, b, c generated? ,

Will the Step 6- printed outpdt al a
If so, 1191; If not,__Whi-h6-

T
- -

a
P M TIVE, :dad- dorlaqued =With =r1------- r



START

Input:

PRIMITIVE
0E' .

-NOT _PRIM..

Primi tive?

#'R?

Press r
-CFCT



4 -rENTER':

,.

74

INPUT/OUTPUT Samplas

[BEEP]

« iENTER,,

=

Idv4,11,
-PY 4E6 :NP,-.

[BEtP)
.

1-47

6 TrifER.
9 A

2=-0

-

es:

=

b = 45_

ITIVE

'12 =St
18 Dj

MEN

.;4



NOTES

STARWLE:

The HP 41C program has been written. to accommodate any one of the
ollowing options(with prestored a and b restricted accordingly)

1. Input /Output are restricted to nc'n-negatiz,. int egers,

an explicit error message printed if this restriction i
violated.

Input/Output are restricted to integers (negative as well
as non-negative);with an explicit error message printed if
this restriction is violated.

Input/Output are restricted to none naga
with an explicit'. error message printed
isolated.

rational monbers,
this restriction is

FOURLUEE:

, The HP 41C program has been written toprint n e
rsage-if input, x ory, is not

TUBULE:

jnput/Outputrmay be any rational number
range), negative ae well as non-negative

a counting number.
licit rror

The HP 41C program has been written to p
Message if .input a- is not a counting number.

_ -

(The instructor-prestored d shOuld also be a eijtinting number;
ever, NO-provislon has been bade in the program as written for an

-err-or message if this condition is violated.)

*Since these values are instructor-prestored, it is assumed that
OPplic-able restrictions have been met and no error-message provi-

kalonhas-1,een included in the program to cover "violations."

tratiue err p messages, each of which is preceded by an audible BEEP

el IT
4 a0Ri

TPY FiEk,



IXRULE

ENTp

rENTER.tj t CF. I

F: TENTER SFj

Prevtore/ Ini a ze R LE

A: [ENTER1

B: -ENTER-:j 1 CH5

CHSj FENTERt

-
g¥ @1-

Recall !,



94=

E

sF ee

81 V.

XE9

09 Fs, al
10 STGP

ao

XE12 C

:3 XE9

14 x=Y"
1..5 Rim

i6 XE 3

= 1? Fs, ec,
XE,C,

tel XEP

29 n.

22 AIN

23 5F 1:
24 CF :3

25 -CFCT

26 APCL'i.

AVIEW

28 D?

_34 ST; 0Z

--- 31 ST/ 04-

sif 05
33

-3.43T/ e?
15--eck 03
36 Re,

--77-RCL Q
LTC 6:

49 CF

41 SF

42 iF 12

-- 43 PIN

--4-4 ROY

J5 &m 02
4 krre
A7 STO

48 70 t - <.

APC1.--X

'1E11

4E
4Z xt2

4i
5 A6
'70 ST 04

71 Da 07
72 R. 9:

73 X??

74 RCL d2

75 X.Y2

16

77 ST1 4!

78.LEL 0:

79 -6.

80 ARCL

81 AVID
82 '8

83 ARCL Y

##U
85 'C

86 ARCL A

37 01E11

88 RTA

C

ADV:

9912

93 PEI, 05

ecxt2.

95 #E84
% Xt2
97 RC', B3

9C, Xt2

99 -At2 2'

HO ARC .4

/IA
102 ACV ,

103 "Bt2 a

104 CV Y
135 ACP

106 ADV -

.19813

6¥ =.
118 PPCL y

111 ACP

'11E2 KW

113 SF 13

14 'CU =

_ 115 APCL

116 RAI_

117 igAr

1I P:h

iLl C4*Ept

EN7EFt

F. 47

127 TNT

128 RE 07
:29 STO 06

130

132 Xce'

:33 GT0 3

134 STO 07.

;25 GTO 02

136.181 r-

1;7 1

138 EC O6
139 XcY)

140 410-,04

14f SF 12

14? CF. 13

143 'NOT '

144 FICA

145 CI IL

l6'NRRIVE
147, ACP

148 PEBUF

149 PIN

1541.81. W4 -

:51 12

152 CF I: ,

153 -PRIMITIVE-

154 ACP .

155 PPBUr

156 P111

157.18L 86

158 SF 91

159 (F-12

18 CF 12 _

161 'IMOD
162 PRA _

163"TRY-NEN INPuT,-

:44 PPA

1E5 'USING

166 PCP

167 SF 1Z

468 SF 13=

169 BEEP

170 M $

171 PCP

'172 PPBUF

173 RTN

1744181 7,

175 5F 91



Additional PYTR Notes

1. The program is to be executed with the calculato
the printer in MAN mode. No-provision has been made
program without the printer.

USER mode,anct
_ executing the

2 The pregraM assumes that the user is "intellectually honest" and
restricts inp0t to positive integers, although an error met.sage is
printed if (:),is mistakenly (or-otherwise!) used for m or'n. In its 7,

Present forM, however, the pfogram does not reject a nonintegral input
fir m or n, nor does it reject an integral input for Which m < 0 or
n c 0. (The program could be Modified, of course, to reject such
inpnta'also:.)

3. d,B,c is computed from n as follows: a = 'horun.

b = lm2 n21.

c = m2

B using the absolute value of the difference between 4 and n2
-.= to compute 5, it is unnecessary to invoke the input condition that

m > n*It is left-For the student to . "discover" that input order
-(m,n vs n,m) has effect upon the il,b,c triple computed (which
is pr tive iff in and n are relatively prime and of opposite'parT__

4. In Step 3 (FYTR-1=or PYTR 2)
calculate the HC.F of a and Yfpr
and thevalue-Of:the HCF (1 if a

printed identified as such as
ruminates.

the Eee1ideart,eigorithm is used-to
the aji,c -triple geneKeted by Step-
primitive triple) isdisinOYed brit not
final calculator output When:Step3--

For-J'YTR 2, if` HCF # 1 its value -.is =printed=at the outs
St p-,,Aand'idontif1ed as -CFCT but its meaningreMains to be

isOovered":by_USers, The HCF is used aa'the"diVisor of a and
o Of the Step 1 nonprimitive triple to generate theiPrimitive

_iple printed in Step 4.

_Two &hoetcuts-have been programmed-in connection With PYTR 2:

FENTER t

Executes rEl aj as subroutines, and ifnOces
-=

executes rrq M On to generate a primitive trip

m ENTER F I

Same as (1), except [r] is not executed.

;.:



and R
4

R
-05

,Flag and 13 are used to control printout format.

nag 00 is used to determine whether 11:1 is included as a
::subroutine of TM or excluded as asubroutine of (2]. nag 01 is

e and to this also-.
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SOME titcHuGHTS FROM THE HISTORY OF PI ON
niE PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR-

Eli Maur
Department of Mathematics

University of Wisconsin-Eau Cl;?ire
Diu Claire, Wisconsin 54701

.The history of. mathematics offers an almost endless source of
enrichment material with which to enlighten a classroom discussion.

:NOWadays,,with the programmable,hand-held calculator having become
Ean-InexPensive, one can illustrate many problems on one's:own
linstrament and run thefeat home, in the classroom, or even on a
vacation. Let me discuss here some highlights from the history
of the number n. Of course, for a mare detailed discussion, one

:Shoald consult any of the many sources on the history of mathematics,
Csome--of.:ylliCh are mentioned in the bibliographical list.

The number it-tia1 intrigued scholars and laymen alike since the
lawn of recorded history. The famous Mhind papyrus (ca. 1650 B.C.)

.m.ties the approximation ir '.(4/3)4 , which is within
_6 percent':of:rhe exact valuM.- Another interesting apprOxiMation
di-wris:%the easilr-remembered fraction 355/113 '3.1415929...

g-ScoVeredby'rhe-Chinese Tsu Ch'ung-chih around 480 A.D. It
aUrpris:ing that the.Biblical value for Tr is simply-3, as is clear_

a ftatement in i'Kings-vii 21: And he made molten sea,
ten.ciiits from the one brim to the Other: it was round -all about,

g=and-hia-lheight:vas five cubits: and aline of thirty cubits did
compass it rouneaboUt." Thus ate ancient Egyptians had already.

_

rbeen usink,a much better approximation some fifteen centuries hdfore.- _

-But while all-the ancient vtilues mre based on ah actual Measure-
-ant of the 'circumference-to-diameter ratio for given circles,-,it was
he.=.-Greeka who'firat,proposeCan algorithm-that.ia, aiaystematic
raeedure--to find It to any destredi--acturacI. This was the 'famous
method of exhaustion, invented by-Archimedes-of Syracuse (ca, 287
2122,13J.C.)'. By inscribing and circumscribing regular polygons of an
dreasing-number of sides n around a circle of radius R, he showed

that]. _the value of Tr is squeezed" between the values n-sin(180 a /n)
n.tan(-180'/n)-for any given it (Of course, he did not use the

dern-trigonometricnotation. but the formulas are essentially his'.)
--

Megan with an equilateral triangle (n m 3) and then doubled n five
='--

Mr' teaches undergraduate and graduate mathematics courses
pecial interests in =applied mathematics, mathematics educe=_
-thethistory of mathematics. In 1978 he developed

cout-ses for gifted elementary-and janieii-tr--
-61-ehildre-



times up to n w-9_ which 1 is squeezed between 3.1410320..
and 1.1427146... . It is an easy task to write a program ,that will

your
these values for n 3, 6, 12, (Do not forget to put

your calculator in the "degree" mode1)

All subsequent methods of approximating x _ essentially
variations of,the exhaustion method. It was n`et until 1579 that
the French mathematician Francois' Viate gave a new method based on
an infinite product:

+ 2 +
2 2

Thi6 remarkable formula shows that a can be calculated;' olely from _

the number 2 by. ,successlon ofjadditions, multtplications0divisions,
--and square:reat extractions...Once again, it is interesting to write .---
-__ - ,

a program which will approximate from thiSiormula, us in ',1 - 5
-,-_,

partial products. A program for the Texas instruments TI 5,fallows. -1

-.,

. 2 ROL 1 : ROL 1 -

1/x: IT 4..

STO Ou 6TO1 2

Lbl 0 ROL 0 =.

9 1/x Prd 0 (18 program
SUM-1 Pause GTO 0

It becomes a-fascinating experience to watch,.the nunbers in. the
as-they gradually approach 11-. The convergance is very fast, and after-AM
only 15 partial products, the displayed value is correct to seven
decimal places.

Anothg remarkable- product leading to IT was discovered by thel-
English mathematician John Wallis in'1650 and is named after him:-

6

Againit is easy and Instructive
_Limate x from the partial product

ft to the reader.

rite a program_wh will approx-s--.--

this formula. The details 'are

Let me-now mention some infinite series which involvex,:many,lof -
,

- .. . _-- ---
chrlark' milestones in the history of mrifhematics. The first-Wileh'--------

.es-:was discovered in 1671 by the Scotch James:Gregory-- frOMIL-the 2--s.

--esforran-lxf

+ --



(The series is also known the Gregory-Leibniz series.)
o the first applications-of the newly invented different
integral p'atz:ulus, even though it is quite'alseless as a p
means to calculate r, due to its -slow convergence. In writing a
:program tio approximate r-,from the partial sums of this series, one
ha% to take into account the alternating signs .of the terms., This
.can be done by storing (-1) in some memory and then instruct the
instrument to Multiply the content of this memory by (-1) at every
execution of the loop.

It was one
1 and
ctical

It is well known that the harmonic seriesthe sum of the
re iprecals of the natural numbersdiverges. However, for many

it,Vas not known if the corresponding series with the sates
the natural numbers divergef or converges, and if it converges,

o what-limit. Intrigningquestion was solved in 1736 by,'
Eisler, who showed that the Series, converges to r2/6:

1/12 1/22 ± 1/33+ 1/42 + ... a rr2 /6.

tiways fas inating--mystifying, indeed--to disc ver such
».-tremarkable relation between the natural numbers and r, which -is-
=--.transcendencal. A-TI 57 program to approximate IT from thii series

Hy

1.

-SUN 0'
-RC', 0

One cannot only
from these series,
,only has 4o halt

t den RCL 0, and
sing R/S-agairi-U1

SUM 1
act 1

Pause
RST

LRN
EST
R/S

use the programmable calculator to approximate
but also to compare .their rates of convergence:
the program at any desired stage by Pressing
the number of partial sums will be displayed.
11 resume-execution of the:program.

It turns out -that both the Gregory series an the Euler series
T,

,etge.ivery slowly, taking 628 and 600 rerris re'spectively to find.
-1Cwn decimal places (i.e., r = 3.14). For tie Gregory series,,_

se,_.the convergence will be oscillaring,/approaching
trriatingly from above and below. 1

/

_-6ther "ggneralized harmonic series/ (i.e., series inVolvIng-
ala= Of powerS-of_the natural numbers) alsO.-_involve

i-fasC.-denverging series

-4
-1; 1



Many moire aeries of this kind and known and can be derived. either,fro
the Taylor or Fourier expansiori of various elementary -funct,ions. Fof
deralls see Courant (1956).

Beckmann
1971
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ptcrIher-

Articl i the first in A sorios on the HP 25 pr- tam ()lc

calculator. Sasic operations are presented.

Cal t' it .1t
.197

r...m.ihlt Cal oti I t or:; I or I' ha !it arY Tmelt tots

11.1ga-21(Th.t N, .tuhe

A lesson on simple programming for students in grades 4-6 is
Liven, Several prohl.ems and ex..umptes are g ivon, includlng
temporatur conversion, estimation, And num r 01-1,2 tons.

Wavrik, ,John J. A . htirt i 'resentatiou in "Compu iteracy" using
mmable Calculators. Calculators/Compute_s Naga:duo

9 -1l; November/December 1978.

rho pro4rammable calculator is stisted a IT .

ducing elementary school_ students to certain leature6 oi'IllrO-

coNpulters. A ono -hour lesson for grades 5 and h using (he
HP 2) p0d4rammahle calculator is presented, in which students
arw g_. -n experience entering and running programs,

hn 1. Programmable Calculators for Elementary School
Stu -Its. lug ToachAr 6: 39-41; May 1979.

1W -o units of study .Ire given for teaching elementary sch -1(
students the use ,it programmable calculators StAra
re4Lsters the program memory ArC consider

C, h L

ndary 1 Agriculture (Voational)

Tr e, Larry D. Usin? Programmable Calculator in Vo-Ag.
Acrichltural l '! V 52: 17-1S: April 1980,

lie capAbilit the programmable calcula(or And its
po4aihle uses by A vnca tonal Agriculture teacher aro discussed,

School BAo10,v

Pro4rammahlt! Calcut.ittir, in siol(gy Classes.-
Teactier 16: 4964498: November 1974.

several uses r` calculators in blot classes
are mentinned, including charting e:-Tponenrial population
curves, evoiution by natural selection, and random genetic
drift.



Secondary School tnemistry

Ehrlich, Amos. Programmahlo (II,mititer and Kinetics of Chemical
Reactions. hateynational Journal of Mathematjyad Ittdueat ion in
Saience and Technology 11: 38)-389: July/September 1980.

8imulation techniques using a proera-'"Ible calculator in the
41 df ahomiall fl'ACt ions are presenttAL

I

. Woldert, K. W. Programmable Pocket Electronic C4ulators in the
C,lassroem. Aournnl of Chemical Education I October
1977.

I

IThe uses of programmable calcu-.ators in high school chomistrY
alasses are discussed. in mrading, lahoratory exercises,
aamputing T-scores, and a quantitative approich to chemical
equilibrium.

8eaondary School Mathematics

Andersen. Lyle et al. Making Comparisons: Ratios. Topical Module
for Use in a Mathematics Laborafory Setting.,' 1973. ERIC:

--- .. UD Is: :11 (31 p1 ge,0

Tn-, .,n1,,ti,,, of this module on making comparison and ratios
no 1 ude using ratios to compare sets of obje k ts and expressing

(tr It !,os as decimals or tractions in lowest tems. Six experiments
I pints directions for urilizine a programmable
c:ilculator or computer.

,

Bawtree Micha,-'1. Numerical Solutions it ilalLais. Mathematics
in School 8: 19-20; March 1979.

The prograrnahle calculator-can he used to obtain numerical
So lutions to equations. The program is given and the method
illustrated. .

Dennis, J. Richard and Thomas, David. Low-budget Comp3iter Program-
ming in Your School (An Alternative to the Cost ot\ Lat
Computers). fllinoits Series or Educational Applfrlftions of
Computers. No IA. 1976. ERIC: ED 139 291. (6 Ttages)

The programmable calculator can be used in teaching the concepts
and the rudiments of computer programming and in computer problem
solving. fwenty-five programming activities related to high
school mathematics are 1 isted. '

Dur,ipau. V. J. and Bernard. John. From Games to Mathematical Concepts
eta the Hand-held Programmable Calculator. International Journal
of Mathematical rducation in Science and Technology 10: 417-424;

JulviSePtemher 1979.

-A few games ire suggested for programmable calculators which can
create an environment in which mathematical concepts are more
easily formed.
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Holtman, iui c.t Itu Mathematics Irim an
View with the F:se or_ Pocket Cilculator. Vnpublished M.S. thesis,
Tel Aviv University, 1977.

A unit for teach in. algorithms and the use of the SR 56 program-
mable picket calculitor was developed for teachers of science
or mathemati,-s in hi0h ;al s or caprolionsive

Kastner, Sheldon B. Remedial Mathematics Skills Program for Optional
Assignment Pupils; School Year 1074-75. (New York City Board of
Education Function Ni. 09-59678). t975. ERIC. ED 137 477.
(20 pages)

This is in evaluation of a New York City School District educa-
tional project, the major objective of which was to increase
student competency in math computational skills. Math labs
equipped with calculators, printing calculators, and programmable
calculators were available for student use. Program participants,
on the average, made one-year gains in actual achievement.

Krist, Betty A. The Programmable Calculator in Senior High School:
A Didactical Analysis. Unpublishfld Doctoral dissertation,
State lrniversity of New York nt Buffalo, 1980.

Krist Betty Uses of Calculators in Secondary Mathematics.
Columbus, 011: Calculator Information Center, Information
Bulletin No. 8, September 1980.

LaBor, Martin; Wilcox, Floyd; and Richman, Claude M. Programmable
Calculators as Teaching Aids and Alternatives to Computers.
School Science and Mathematics 74: 647-650; Decembe7 1974.

The author's provide to list of calculators which have a eawitv
for handling programs, and,a list of programs for such calcula-
tors which are available at cost. They argue that the use of
these materials at many levels of mathematics instruction
enhances both motivation and understanding.

Mattel, K. C. Courses about Computers--for Secondary School Students.
Australian MathematicsTeacher 30: 118-121; June 1974.

A method of teaching introductory ideas about computer operations
by using a programmable calculator is suggested.

Quinn, Doald Ray, The Effect of the Usage of a ProgrammableCalcu-

__laTor upu Achievement and Attitude of Eiglath and Ninth Grade
Algebra Students Unpublished Doctoral dissertation', St. Louis
University, 1975.

The programmable calculator was used in eighth- and ninth-grade
algebra classes. When compared with students in noncalculator
algebra classes, students using calculators showed less
"anxiety toward mathematics" and had better "self-concept in
mathematics," but no difference in achievement.



lull

Sigurdsou. orviHe cr al. Area. Topical Module tnt Ii- in a Mathe-
matics 1.aborator.- 3etrillg. 1973. FRIC: 111 181 '405. (iii pages)

rilk area package emphas12..cs throe tacets: the concept At area
oovering, the square tin it. And formula development. Two

enrichment it are included, the Tirst of which requires
the ii A: a oco.frammaTilc al,.ulater Ar computer.

Snoyer. Stephen L. Ana Stkell, Mark A. Flt= Rile cif Programmable
\

Calcular 7-1 And Computers in Mathematical Proms. Mathriaiies
Taf,yhr 1: 1-.739; December 197S.

This articlo illustrates the role of programmable calculators
and computers in the creation cite mathematical prof s by exploring
A simple prAblem trom number theory.

Snoyer. Stephen L. aria Spikell, Nark A. Soneraliv, How Do YOH Solve
Valuations? Mathematics Tooaner 72 26-336: MaY 1070.

Iteratiyo reehniques are presented for solving difficult equa-
tians with numerical methods that can he used easily on
oregrimmoble calculators. Flowcharts and programs are given
CAr El 57, HP 23, and BASIC.

Snover, Stfihon I.. and Spikell, Mark A. x + 1, A Programmable
Calculator Activitv. New Teisey MathomAcje_rLJc,iehps 37: 6-8;

Fall 1979.

Prograias are given for the Ti 57 and the HP 33E. programmable
calculators far Anononstandard problem.

Snovor, Stephen L. and Spikell, Mark A. A Programmable Calculator
Activity, x t. 1979. ERIC: ED 170 117. (7 pages)

nonstandard activity which could not he oasily explored without
the use of a programmable calculator is presented, and flowcharts
and programs for different programmable (xelculators are given.

Snover, Stephen L. and Spikell, Mark A. Programmable Calculators
Facilitate Simple Solutions Co Mathematical Problems. 1979

ERIC: ED 170 115. (8 pages) .

Many types ,T problems ordinarily requiring advanced techniquos
or special insight to solve can now be done as simple program--
Tine Axor-l-ies Of in ipenC leO nrogrammnble calcutarors. The
rAllowing examples are given: evaluating polynomials, finding
limits, evaluating finite and infinite series, computing
variable length products, searching for data, and developing
proof.

Sneer. Stephen L. and Spikell, Mark A. Using Programmable Calcu-
lators to Evaluate Complicated Formulas. 1979, ERIC: ED

170 116. (9 pages). Also in Virginia Mathematics Teacher
6: 23-21); February 1980.

The use of the programmable calculator in evaluating complicated
formulas is illustrated by considering the formula for finding
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Y! triangle when only the lengths
mowcharts and programs are )41

le calculators.

tr -alt 1 Physics

the t1

tctr

ichar Ind New. Peter immablo C, lulators
menrar= Physics Teching. Phy'si 12:

ember 1977.

_ ring charao erist Le and features
held calculators arc compared.

-426;

programmable hand-

E o.tre, Richard. .1,1rammable Calculators, fart II: Their Use in
ppIcing Simple Laws in Physics to Some Complex Problems.
Sollool_Science Review 59: 269-284; December 1977. (Part I
of this article is listed below under Secondary School Science.

use of pregraimmible calculators to solve complex phYslcs
problems i describ d.

Reiland. Robert J. A Realistic Model Rocket Program for a Small
Programmable Calculator. Calculators/Computers Magazine
2: 72-74; September/October 108-

A program for a programmable calculator is given which predicts
the altitude achievable by a model rocket.

Smith, Clifton L. Computing in Secondary Physics at Amndale, W.A.
Australian Science Teachers Journal 22: 33-40; May 1976

An Australian secondary school physics course utilizing an
electronic programmable calculator and computer is described.
Calculation techniques and functions, prOgramming techniques,
and simulation of physical systems are detailed. A summary
of student responses to the program is included.

Summers, . K. Use of a Programmable Pocket Calculator in A-level!
Physics Courses. School Science Review 60: 316-325; December
1975

Scare, Richard, Programmable Calculators, Part T: Their Use in
Teaching : "-moo. School Science Review 59: 36-48; September
1977.

Advanced secondary schnoi science exercises which are amenable
to the use of a prograammable calculator are given, and use of
e calculator is compared to use of a computer terminal.



lUd

Craig, James C. Simuliting Air Quality Investigations with the
i'rogrammahl Calculator. nce Teacher 41: 18-42; April

ammable later to obtain . :iir !Th I tut L

1 r . tutt t t r (ITIOnt iht1.

Cott g_ and Postgradu.te

ilogv

Blumenberg, tRennett and Spikell, Nick .\. Calculator Programs in
General Go. ics: IL. Nei's indices of Genetic Distance,
Protein Llent it", Migration Rate, and Divergence Time.
Journal of Heredity 69: 278-280; July/August 1978.

---

Two programs of general interest to the population geneticist trc

presented, written in algebraic notation for Texas Instruments
calculators, These programs are written for a genetic °ystem
composd of five diatiolic loci, but may he modified to accommo-
date locf'comprised of more than two alleles.

Biumenberg, Bennett and Spikell, Mark A. Calculator Programs in
General Genetics: III. Tatter's Indices of Iletc TositY.

Population Differentiation, and Genetic Distance, Journal of

Heredity 71: 293-294 July/August 1980.

A program written in algebraic notation for Texas instrummts
calculators, and intended a genetic system embracing an
infinite number of di,allelic loci, is presented. This program

may al be modified to accommodate loci some or all of which
consist of more than two Alleles.

FOrbes,!,'-',on L. Simulation of Natural Selection on the Program=
t hi ,alculator.- Journal of College Bcien o Teaching 95-96;

November 1978.

A model or game is described which enables students' to experiment
with equilibria ; ind to trace rapidly gene frequency changes
through rime under postulated conditions of selection.

0 is ::. D. Tc!dhing -5431c Tlioto tqucs with

the Programmable Calculator. 1972. 7,D 079 990.

pages)

An introductory course on digital-computer simulation in Biology,
taught at Michigan Technological University using the Olivetti
programmable 101 calculator, is discussed.'

Spikell, Mark A, and Blumenberg,. Bennett. Calculator Programs in

General Genetics: I. Computing Genetic Distance. Journal

of Heredity. 63: .187-190; May/June 1977.

A program written for Texas Instruments calculators is Presented
which can he used for computing genetic difference and genetic
distance from data from five diallelic loci. The prOgram can
easily be expari'ded,to include any number of loci.
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'Coll Gh

Attard, Alfred E. and Lee, Henry C. X-ray Crystaltographic.Computa-
tions Using a Programmable Calculator. Journal of Chemical
Education 56: 650: October 1979.

Six crystallographic programs developed to it lustr;

of usefulness of programmable calculators in ihemical ana
are described. The programs are suitable for the laborato
analysis of X-ray diffraction datai.

Brabson, G, Dana and Seegmiller, David W. Programmable Calculi
Add a Now Dimension to Laboratories. Journal of Chemical
Education 47: 117-119; February 1970

Uses of programmable calculators in college chemistry slat
are disciassed, and as specific example is given: study cat
homogeneous N104 - equilibrium.

01 s

he

Clark. C. J.; '<mu-muerte, E. W.; and Li , L. R. Programmable Calcu-
lators: Uses in Freshman Chemistry Laboratories, Journal of
Chemical Education 52: 42-3 July 1975.

Two uses of the programmable calculator in the freshman chemists'
laboratory are suggested: to determine whether or not a
student's raw data fall within acceptable tolerance limits,
and to check the reliability of unknown= and ading ol quanti-
tative experimon-

Haymin, H.J.G. Stereoscopic Diagrams Prepared by a Desk Calculaator
and Plotter. Journal_ of Chemical Education 54: 31-34: January
1977.

The use of a Hewlett - Packard 9810A prorammable calculator with
plotter for drawing ball-and-line stereopairs as well as three-
dimnsional structural formulas which are useful for teaching
stereochemicat principleS and molecular structure is discussed,

Holdsworth, David. Applications of Programmable Calculators in
Chemistry Classes. Australian Science Teachers Journal '3:
74-76;. May 1977.

Two 0-Tcriments in calulators are used ,arc described.
In the first, the relative atomic mass of magnesium is deter-
mined. In the second, a constant for gaseous concentrations
of two reactants and the product at equilibrium are determined

Ho s, -rth, David K. High Resolution Mass Spectra Analysis w
Programmable Calculator. Journal of Chemical Education 57:
99-100; February 1950-

'H14, es, B. G. and Bundschuh, J. E. The Use of a Hand-held Program-
mable Calculator in Evaluating Freshman Experiments. Journal of
Chemical Education 55: 136-337: May 1978.

The use of a programmable calculator for evaluating a student's
performance on a rwantitntive iaboratory experiment is reviewed.



McwfIliam, I. 1i'i.iI:Ii.ilu Calculators. Journal of Chemical!
Education 31: AA2-:,8,..; July 1974,

the use of programmable calculators for the simulation ol
experiments is discussed, And iLve exaMples of specific applica

R11119ni,L. 01a1 et al. Programmable Calculators: simulated
ments. Journal of Clm,mioal Education 49: 265-266: April 1977.

Simulated chemistry experiments with a Wang 360 programmable
calculator aro described. and data on a sample titration
simulation are provided.

Sevmour, M. D. and Fernando. Quintus. Effect or Ionic Strength on
Equilibrium Constants. Journal cifChomical Educatiep 54: 225-
777; April 1.977.

An pxporiment examining the effect of ionic strength on equilib-
rium!.'-instants is described. lie experiment involves the use
of A programmable calculator and the concepts of activity and
ictivity ooefficionts.

Shearer. i1dmund C. Applications of a programmable Calculator in a
Freshman Laboratoryrournal of College Science Teaching
5: 2--245: March 1976.

Luc of a programmable calculator for student experiments, in
grad Log laboratory reports . and in assigning accuracy and
precision scores is discussed.

Snadden, R. P. and Sfinquist, O. Simulated Experiments. Education in
Chemisti-v 12: 73. 77; May 1975.

A progriummable calculator is used as a data-generating system
for. a ,;:mulated experiment involving conductimetric titration
of an aqueous solution of OCT with an aqueous solution of NAOH.

College Demography

andery, P. The Programmable Calculator as an Aid. South Australian
7,!, Tach,--rs Triurnal 71,7: 49-'31: Jul': 1n7!,,

A program is described which can be used to explore the effects
of various value-s of R and C on population growth.

-41
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College

Addi? t. Fl. The I., 1tf Progra m t C1lnllla:Clrs in tllt Teaching
or Economics, Part 1. ies 3-8; :;l fir. )78.

culator
ar., described, each or whi
tints, notes t the tea he
students.

Iriputer-based economic simulations 1.

gives objectives, operating instroc- \
and detailed instructions for

Addis, G, H. rll , Use raimnahle Calculators in the Teaching tai
Economics, Part Economics 0-58; Summer 1978.

The complete program for exploring the dynamists of the Harrod-
Demur equation is given, and some statistical uses nro mentioned.

College ologv

Shea, dames H. Treatment of Earthquake Hvpoconter Data with a
Programmable Calculator. Journal of Geological Educati
29-14; January 1973.

Throe investigations a-- developed using earthquake data and a
calculator system with a d reader, X-Y plotter, and-rintout
dovice. The investigations involve determining the spatial
distribution of earthquake hypocenters with the goal of having
students work with realistic data.

e Mathes:

Eisberg, Robert
Teaching.
1978.

Programmable Pocket Calculators in College Science
ournal of College Science Teaching 7: 305: May

The use of programmable calculators to solve second-order
differential equations is di cussed in an article which con is
of examples selected by the author from his 1976 book.

Candor, Abdus Sattar, A Short' Program for SimOsonfs or Ga-,(1 r!s
Pul--intoraffon -,n Handhei'l Pro Calculators,
Two `'ear College Mathematic-- Jonrnal 9 132-185; June 1978

lowchart and program for numerical integration are presented

Gerald, Curtis F. Interactive Computing with a. Programmable Cal u
later: Student Experimentations in Numerical Methods. 1 .73.

ERIC: ED 032 470. (8 pages)

In this paper presented at the June 1973 Conference on Computers
in the Undergraduate Curricula in Claremont, California, the
advantageous use of the Compucorp Model 025 programmable
calculator in courses at California Polytechnic State University
at San Luis Obispo is discussed. Students learned to solve non-
linear equations and differential equations and were able to
perform mathematical experiments analogous to the laboratory
experiments of the physical sciences.



Hallden-Abberton, PAtti And Waits, Bert K. The PrograrmiLdge
cAlculator--An Inexpensive Teachini., Machine. MATYC_Journal
12: 215-219: Fall 1978.

rtY.t-tm T.-o-7 prarimabla -11olit,t 1-4
permits evaluation ot students' Arithmetic computational skills.

Wri Lae, Harr., Rudolph and Iturkett, iluvh MALI. Invosti gat ion g
r ri r urn ib I iir I i:hip ProqrammAhle Pocket Calculators and
cAlculator Systems for lIse at Naval Postcraduate Schil Lnd

the Nay ii t.11-) I npuh It Ii LI I i L r ' thes
Pa-s-t,tradu:Ite School Monterey, Cal i fornia, March 1977.

The usefulness of card-programmable hand-held calculators in
the mAnagement curricula of the Naval Postgraduate Suhool Ar.d
in thJ fleet were investigated. It was concluded that
calculators nrovide significant adyantaces in teauhing er
learning mathematical concepts and that they arc potentially
importAnt management and tactical support tools Navy -wide.
in addition. theuser's overall analytic capacity is improved.

-Mohrman, Kathryn (Ed.). EnnOvation:2 in Science Teaching. The Forum
for Liberal Education-, Volume IT Number 4, February 1980.
ERIC: ED 181 8:4-4, (II pagos)

Curri:(1Lar development in undergraduate program- ,in the
biologicfl, physical, and mathematical sciences at n number
of colleges and universities is described. Included is The
Ohio State UnIlferAity's program for teaching calculus with
programmable calculators.

O'Loughlin, Thomas. Using Electronic Programmable Calculators (Mini-
Computers) in Calculus tristrUction. American Mathematical
Monthly Si: 281-283; April 1976.

An experiment L3 describQd in which a minicomputer was used as
an instructional aid In a calculus classroom and as a labora-
tory device.

Papers Presented at the Association for Educational Data Systems
Annual Convention Phoenix, Arizona. May1-976----ERIC: ED
l_a yip. (93 PageS)

Included among papers on the use of computers and electronic
equipment in instruction is one paper Oti the use of program-
mable calculators for calculus Lnstriction.

Peckham, Norbert D. and Weir, Maurice D. Introduction to the T1-59
Programmable Calculator. Calculators/Computers Magazine 7:

52-57; Septctmberiectober 1978.

Activities designed to familiarize- calculus students with the use
-4,

of the TI 59 are.presentd, and instructions for creating a
library of programs on magnetic cards are given.
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Schlaphoft, Carl W. CAI on a Programmable Calculator. MATYC Journal
9: 42-46; Winter 1973.

A procedure is described for presenting routine practice
problems ou a programmable calculator witi. atiachei teletype.
rho program uses a random-number generator to write problems,
4Lves feedback, ant assigns grades ae,-ording to the procedures
outlined and Llow-charted by the author.

Stover, Clifford W., Jr. and Tingeylienry, B. Binomial Probabilities
and the Pooket Calculator. Math Sciences Roundtable I: 27-31;
1979.

Use of the calculator in computing probabilities for the
binomial is discussed, with specific examples and problems.

Saover, Stephen L. and Spikeil, Mark A. Because of Programmable
Calculators, Why Avoid These Problems Any Longer? 1979. ERIC:
ED 170 11-'4. (Li pages)

Also appears AS: Problems Now Solvable in Calculus and Other
Beginning Undergraduate Mathematics Courses with the Use
Programmable Calculators. In Looking at Calculus: Perspectives
for Techers (edited by A. David Burdoin). Milon, MA:
AssoTiation of Advanced Placement Mathematics Teachers, 1980.
pp. 31-40.

Several examples are given of the types of nonstandard problems
that students can solve by using programmable calculators,
Finding limits, evaluating and calculating infinite series,
mpuftni; variable length products, searching for data, and

developing proofs are among the examples.

Wolfe D. B: Natural Frequencies and !'kule Shapes of MultiDegrees
of Freedom Systems on a Programmable Calculator. R.C.A. Reviews
39: 604; 1978,

Zimmerman, Mark. Random Numbers and Pocket Calculators. Calculators/
Computers Magazine' 2: 42-43; November/December 1978.

A procedure for grnerating random numbers with an HP 55 program
tlor p re,-;ent

College PhystcadEducation

Miller, Doris I. Simulation of Sports Techniques by Digital Computer
and Programmable Calculator. Journa.1 of Hcalth, Physical Edura-
tion and Recreation 45: 65-67; 'larch 1974.

Use of_the.--programmable calculator in blomechanics
. research and

-Ln pityical education classes is discussed.



College Physics

Albergotti, J. C. instructional Lses.of the Computer: Satellite
r-tnahlo ca ou (1I1 Iit tTn

:41: 1 1,:i-116; January 1973.

M. N. ..tn.1 cower, col in N. (1..1s.). Reseancla in Sc lence

Educ.it ion_p_ Vol Iii e 2. Proceedings o Ole rt2tIce

th0 Austril i n richatice Edu,:at ion Research Assoc i at i on (7th.

Ctl,2 Uni, rs f New ym f 14cw South 1 il May 1 7719 1976)

1976. ERR:: 14) 'AL (142 pages)

Among these papers is one on clic effects of the proguannable
.:alculator on attitudes LOWACW-1 physics.

Phil1ips, R. F. Simple Gravitation Using A Programmable Pocket
Catcolator. Physics Education 1.2: 160-161; September 1977.

Cal culat in us lug a programmable calculator., of the potent ill
of the eart:114 gravitational iold strength and the energies
of sate' 1 ttes in orb it Around the earth is described.

l'itairn, Cameron C. nod Baker, Crevory L. The Rooket Game. its

Teacher 12: 427-429; October 1974.

A program for a orogrammable calculator is provided which
simulats the problems of .Rot propuluion, hovering, and
soft landing.

Reiland, Robert J. A Realistic Model Rocket Program for a Small
rograilmtable Calculator. Calcultors/Computers Magazine

2: 72-74; SeptemberiOctobe

A program for the prediction of the alt tilde achievable by a
:o(le 1 rocket is given.

Schmidt. Stan1ey A. Fourier Analysis and Synthesis with n Pocket
Calculator. American iiourna 1 of Physics 45: 79=82; January
1977.

-Two programs for performing Fourier analysis and synthesis with
Loy arc

Fiummer, X. K. Programmable Gal-oulators as an Aid in Physics
Te1 -C6in4. Nvs 1 Educat ion 13: 246-250; 'I 1978.

L:qc f a programmable calculator t solve two kinds of ditter-
ential equat ions ( those de f ining s imp lc harmonic and quantum

harmon tr. mot ton) is de6 r Lhed.

P. Games

Calculator Programs. Sky and Telescope 54: 292; October 1977;

55: 102; February 1978; 5.5: 101; April 1978.

Selected programs of astronomical interest that have been written
for calculators are noted. Topic and source are indicated.



1)1111 1du, ildvld J. 1-11tdiro Nostermind with Progrdmmahle Hand
CdIcilldtora C.11.:n! ttors/:multers Mdgadin,i 2: 11-3h; Miv 147S.

:or tuie with other progrdmmable cdlculdtors. Using deductive
!);LC, ORO LWO plavors Attempt to determine the code. Two
proArims, witn AlrLIL tin. ui; A record:n Moot Arc provided.

How td. Pr. mr1111 Cdlouldtors :or run And admca. FIRCritRIIkV-;

II: 1M hiRC 1977.

A 1 1 tinit o; six g.imos for the p re g ramm.11) le v.) 1 cu 1 d to r .1 re

the Dive Bomber, Footha 1 1 Blackjack. 1-;Paci'
niorhvthm Forecast, Ind Test Yoar ESP, Goals dnd rules

Tre dosoribed, with prodrdm,s ;or tIn HP 2n,

Johnston, iJnti. d Redetion,3 (to tho Tin Can Vrohled).
Corinuters 1daaitino 2: A5-47: Fehrnary 1974 .

tTit loiter, 1 programmdble 'II uldtor program to salve the
ofpiltidu I It Tin CR Problem (Clyde, 197S) is presented.

Johndton, Pd-1 ./. Letters.
81: Aprll 1978.

Ehree DrO4rAMN fir oxerolans in Scott (1978) are given in this
letier.

Cadeulators/Computors Magdgine 2:

Juhnston, 'A. Letters. C11211torsiComputers 1,1dgdmtne 12:

12-11; t:.6amhcritohr 147.

A ..--tIcaldtor program to -;olve for mean, standdrd devidtion
:nut "normdi duric eTiition is given, to supplement Crothdriel
19:8)

ogleshy, Hdo. "Hilo," "Hurkle." Calctilators _ Mag;izinc
: Al2-ji7; Xdy 1977.

hirct'tlon:3 :or rw6 cdi(oildtor manes are given. One cdn he
pldved en either d four-tuwtion rm- d progrdmmable calculator,
the-other only on T calculAcer. Flowcharts and

Art. dri)V10,'j.

0-41e--;bv, 1.1.1 Froz..3 rdlculdtrs/Computers Ndgdzine 1: 5-S;

1dther 197:,

ii n to tin v the _inc "Fros" an dn SR 52 progrdmmnble calculdtor
jr c o i intl. rlowch pr-6.i:rt:: 1 L t irig, 1 r 1 , 1 1 '4'1E11' are

in-luded.

WAV Findin4 the Fl inn in Your Cdlculdtor. Crilculators/
':ompaters MA!",AHR 29-33; January 1974.

-d1ealitar progrdm ;1or finding a Klingon spdcoship is given.

ivriz, Teha J. -r:: r-; in! Telcher1s Notes and Answers. Calculators/
Computers H1 ,6mine 2: 7)-76; Fu1)rnary 197g.

Answers far Wdvriks January 1174 article are given with comments.
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Otner Cses

liradshaw, M . Eugene. Pro.2,rammahl e 1 1 r A8 A TC-; r0 I r

moch Lae pe,ligo on: 64-6 ); Apr t I 97a.

Carat. John F. Crade Analysia with Progralmnable Po ke t Electronic
CAI 1_11 it r . Journal of Chemical Euc at it 541 :14; February
1977.

Advantages 01 using a proyyalmnahle calculator in computing
atudent grades (e.4_, in fiuuring weighted averages And in the
LineAr adiustment ot raw acores) aro pointed out.

eters, F. Fit e HP 25 aa a Digital Clock and Timer. EolottLir
RI erot.itoa 117 57-58: August 1977.

0,1w mo program An SP 75 calculator to serve as a , lock/ t imer

with 1.ap1 iv in hours, minutes, and seconds is shown.

Reuhens, Arthur. Track in Down Equation Roota.. Maclanc_Dosign
50: 110; Aotgust in, 1978.

A program for an HP 55 calculator is given.

Rowe, A. J. Machine-Markin.7 of MultApLe-Choice Tests: A Simple
And Lnexpensive System Cs ii a Desk-top Calculalor. Journal
of Biolou,ioal Ednoation 6: 13-16, February 1972.

Schado, Herbert C. A Comparison of Student Characteristics Between
lDwu Academic Years, 1971-72 and 1974-75. Mistitutional Research
Report 3-75. 1975. ERIC: ED 130 722. (31 Pages)

Statiattcal cnmir isns were made botwoen 23 characteristics otl.
atudenta enroll.ed at Crowder Collet, (Neosho, MO) during two

000r;, o i)ro,4r Mt r.)r- the JiLt wwawr t lcn
for a Howlett-Packard prog-ammablo calculator. The program
LA 10pened.

Tiny rl6mputcrs Specd Hut- it-us Doc is ions. Collage Store Journal
4461, soc 1 o f 2) : 11:6- 117: Apr il/Moy 1977.

The use it programmAB 1 e cal cu ta tors Ii inyostmt_nt analysis,

product ion achedu 1 ins inventory control and figuring compound
interest rates is discussed.

Twoddato, R. RrIA:e. Difficult Budgetary Decisions: A Desk-top
61culator Model to Facilitate Executive Decisions. 1916.
ERIC: ED 126 846. (16 pages)
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